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1. Introduction 
A continued fraction 
an _ al l  a21 a3l Kbn Ibl +-~-~+~L-, + " '  an*0 
with an, b n ~M//-- the field of functions meromorphic at 0, can define a function f~/g  in 
several ways. For instance 
(i) K(an(z)/bn(z)) converges pointwise to f (z) ,  
(ii) K(an(z)/bn(z)) corresponds to f (z) ,  
(iii) K(an/b ~) converges to f in some metric on /g.  
Correspondence, (ii), can be seen as a special case of (iii). (For definition and further informa- 
tion, see Section 3.) These types of convergence are based on ordinary approximants of 
K(aJb, ) .  
Recently the use of modified approximants 
al l  a2l anl Wn~ 
&(w")  = T~ +-rbT + "'" + Ib~+wn' 
has been preferred in several connections, ([2, 6, 7, 8] and more). As a consequence of this, an 
alternative concept of convergence of K(an/b,) based on modified approximants has been 
introduced, [3]. This so-called general convergence is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we 
apply it to define general correspondence. 
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2. General convergence 
We shall first consider continued fractions K(a,/b~) with complex elements. Let d(x, y) 
denote the chordal metric on the Riemann sphere C. (See for instance [1, p. 20].) That is, 
d(x, y)= 
2[x -Y l  if x, y~C,  
(1 + Ixl 2 ~1 + ly l  2 
2 
if y= oe. 
~/1 + [xl 2 
Definition 2.1 [3]. We say that K(aJb,) converges generally to the value f~ C, if there exist two 
sequences { G } and ( w~ } of elements from C such that 
(i) lim infd(v~, wn)>0 
n - -> CX3 
and 
(ii) lira S,(G) = lim Sn(wn)=f. 
/ ' / -~> O0 / ' / - - ->00 
The importance of this concept lies in its nice properties. Among other things we have: 
(Pl) The limit f is unique in the sense that if K(an/b n) converges generally to f and to g, then 
f=g .  
(P2) If K(an/b ~) converges to f, then K(an/b,) converges generally to f. 
(P3) Let K(an/bn) converge generally to f, and let ( g(n~} be a sequence of g-wrong tails; that 
is, f:~ g(0~ = S,(g(~) for all n. Then 
lim S~(w,)=f forV(w,} s.t. l iminfd(wn,  g("~)>0. 
(P4) Let K(aJb~) converge generally, and let (g(~)} and { p(~)} be two sequences of g-wrong 
tails. Then d(g (~, p("~) ~ O. 
(P5) Let {f(n)}, { g("~} and (p("~} be three distinct sequences of tails for K(aJb,) such that 
d(g (~), p(~)) --* 0 and lim inf d(g (~), f(n)) > O. 
Then K(an/b,) converges generally to f(0~. 
General convergence can thus replace the use of (ordinary) convergence, lim S,(0)=f,  if we 
work with modified approximants. It is even better than ordinary convergence in the following 
ways: 
(1) If is often easier to prove general convergence. 
(2) Truncation error estimates are often better and easier to obtain for certain modified 
approximants. Uniform convergence is therefore often easier to prove for these approximants. 
(3) From (P3) follows that the continued fractions which converge generally but not in the 
ordinary sense, are continued fractions where lim inf I g('~ [ -- 0. That is, the 'converging char- 
acter' of K(a,/b~) is destroyed by the restriction w~ = 0 for all n. Examples of such continued 
fractions are the periodic ones that diverge by Thiele oscillation. 
The proofs of (P1)-(P5) are given in [3]. For (P2) it is based on the observation 
Sn(ce) = Sn_l(O ) for all n. (2.1) 
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For all the other properties, the proofs rely only on the invariance of the cross ratio under linear 
fractional transformations. Indeed, the proofs still hold if 12 is replaced by any field 0: and d is 
replaced by any bounded metric in ~ = 0: U { oc} with this invariance property. That is, for 
continued fractions K(aJbn) with an, b n ~ ~:, a n =/= 0 we have: 
Proposition 2.2. Let d be a bounded metric in the extended field ~- = if: tO { oc }, such that 
d(ua' u3) / d(u2' u3) d(T(ul) '  T(u3)) /d (T (u2) '  T(u3)) (2.2) 
d(Ul, u4) / d(u2, u4) = d(r(u l ) ,  r(u4)) / d-~u2), T(u4) ) 
for every set u 1, u 2, u> u 4 of distinct elements from ~- and every non-singular linear fractional 
transformation T in gz. Then general convergence in ~z with respect o d has the properties (P1)-(P5). 
Proof. (P1) The proof of Theorem 3.3 in [3] can be copied line for line, except hat the use of [3, 
Lemma 3.4] is replaced by the use of the invariance of the cross ratio (2.2). 
(P2) Follows by (2.1) since d(0, oc) > 0. 
(P3) Assume that for some N ~ ~l and d > 0 we have 
f= l imSn(un)=l imSn(vn) ,  d(un, V,,)>d fo rn>N.  
Let f=~ oc. It then suffices to prove that d( Sn( W,,), Sn( vn) ~ 0 if lim inf d( w n, - hn) > dl > O, 
where h n = -S~-l(oe) for all n. This clearly holds if 
d(S,(wn), Sn(Un))/d(S,,(un), Sn(v,))<.% M from some n on, 
or, since f= lim S,,(un) 4= lim S , ( -hn)  = oc, if 
d(Sn(wn), Sn(vn)) /d(Sn(wn), Sn(-hn)) 
On= V(~(g~il S~(Vnt) / d(Sn(u,,), Sn(-hnt) < M1 
By (2.2) follows that 
d(wn, vn) /d(wn. -hn) d(wn, vn)'d(un, -hn) 8 
Q"-  d(--~. Vn) / d(un, : f f~) ~ d" dl /2 <~ d" d---~ 
from some n on. 
If f=  oc we repeat he argument for the continued fraction K(an+l/bn+l). 
(P4) Let 
f= l imSn(un)=l imSn(vn) ,  d(u n, vn)>~d>O forn>N.  
Without loss of generality we assume that f=~ oc. Let { g(n)} be a sequence of g-wrong tails with 
g(0) =~ m. Then Sn(g (n)) = g(O) ¢ f ,  and we have 
d(Sn(¢n'), Sn(vn))/d(&(un), Sn(vn))~ ~.  
Hence Q. as defined above, with w n = g(n) becomes 
d(g(n~,v , ) 'd (un , -hn)  
On d(u~, vn).d(¢ n~, -h.) - '  ~"  
That is, d(g (n), -hn) ~ O. 
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(P5) Without loss of generality we assume that f(o) 4 oo, g(O) @ ~.  Let { w. } be an arbitrary 
sequence from ~: such that 
d(w.,-h.)>~,, d(w.,f("))>~e fo ra l ln  
for an e > O. Since S.(f (~) =f(o) __, f(0), it suffices to prove that S.(w.) _>f(o), that is, that 
4So(wo), i ,o,) d(S.(w.), so(l(.,)) 
a(i(o~, ¢o,) : 4so(i(,,), s~(g(o,)) -+o, 
or, since d(S,,(-h,,), S,,(g("))) = d(~,  g(o)) ~ O, that 
4So(w~), so(i(o))) / ~(s4w~), so(-h°)) 
: a(w,, l(°').a(-h,,, g(",) -+o. 
d(g ~), f(")) 'd(-h.,  w.) 
If p(O) = m then p(" )= -h .  and the result follows immediately. 
If p(O) =g ~v then by use of (2.2) 
o < a(g(o,, p(o,) / d(g(o,. ~) d(g(°)i p(°') / d(g(",, -h.) 
a(i(o,, p(O))/ j(~; ~) P a(i (~,, p(o,).7(s( o,, -h~)- 
That is, d (g  ("), -h , )  -+ 0 and the result still holds. [] 
This result is of interest in view of (iii) in Section 1, and, as we shall see in the next section, in 
view of (ii) in Section 1. 
3. General correspondence 
Let K(aJb,) be a continued fraction with elements in JY. Let L(f) denote the Laurent 
expansion of f~/a t  0. To each f~/  there exists a unique L(f) ~ A°--the field of all formal 
Laurent series. That is, ~/~ is imbedded in LP. 
Definition 3.1 [5, p. 149]. We say that K(aJb,,) corresponds to L ~5 ° if S,(0) ~/g  for all n and 
L(S,,(O)) coincides with L up to the term ck°z ~o, where k,  ~ ~ as n ~ ~.  
If in particular L = L(f) for some f~/ ,  we say that K(a,/b,) corresponds to f, and we 
write f -  K( a,/b, ). The connection between f and K( a ,/b,), or rather its approximants S n (0), is 
then of the same nature as the connection between f and its Pad6 approximants. 
We shall first see that correspondence is just convergence in JY or A a in a certain metric. Let 
X: 5°~ ~ be given by 
{ m if L=O,  X(L) = m if L = ~ Ck Zk, C m ~ O, 
k=rn 
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and II I1: • be the norm 
0 if L=O,  
II LII = 2_x(c) if L=~ 0. 
Then K(a,Jb,,) corresponds to L iff 2t(L-L(S~(0)))---> ac; that is, iff II 0. 
This proves the assertion. (This result is given in [5, §5.1].) 
Working with modified approximants, it is unnatural to have the correspondence concept 
based exclusively on (ordinary) approximants Sn(0). We shall use the results from Section 2 to 
define general correspondence. Let A °= A°U { l~ }, where l~ is the set of all doubly infinite series 
F~_~ckz k with c k :~ 0 for arbitrary large -k ,  regarded as one single element. With l 0 = the 
0-series we define (in a natural way) l/l~ = l o for all l :/: l~ and l / l  o = l~ for all l @ l 0. 
Moreover, 1.1oo = l,o for l 4= l0 and l~ + 1 = l~ for l :~ l~o. Similarly, we define S,f = J¢/u { f~ }, 
where fo~ is the function f~(z ) -  oo, and the arithmetric operations with f~ in the similar 
natural way. Finally we define L(foo ) = lo~, X(l~o ) = - oc and thus I[ lo~^ll =^oc. 
In analogy with the chordal metric in 12, we define the metric d *: A°x 5°--+ [0, 2] by 
d*(L 1, L2)= 
2 II ta  - L2 II 
if L 1 , L 2 ~ 5°, 
~1 + II t l  II 2 ~1 + II L2 II 2 
2/~/1 + II L2 II 2 if L 1 = lo~, L 2 E ~(~, 
0 if L 1 = L 2 = 1~. 
Definition 3.2. We say that K(a,~b,) corresponds generally to L e5  b if there exist two sequences 
{ v, }, { w, } of functions from Me' such that 
(i) l iminfd*(L(v,) ,  L(w~)) > 0 
n ---~ OO 
and 
(ii) lim d*(L,  L(S,(vn)))  = lim d*(L, L(S~(wn)))=O. 
n ~"  OO /'/ ----~ O0 
In most applications correspondence to L = lo~ is not interesting. Restricting ourselves to 





3.3. We say that K(a,/bn) corresponds generally to L ~5 ° if there exist two distinct 
( v, }, { w, } of functions from ~ such that 
lim supX(L (vn) -  L(wn)) < oo, 
n ----~ OO 
lim X(L -L (Sn(v , ) ) )=  lira X(L -L (S , (w , ) ) )=oo .  
/'/ ~ O0 / ' /---~ O0 
To prove that general correspondence has the nice properties (P1)-(P5) too, we shall prove 
that the cross ratio in the embedding of ~ in L~ with the metric d* is invariant under linear 
fractional transformations (Proposition 2.2.). 
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Lemma 3.4. Let vl, v2, 13  and v 4 be distinct elements ~,  and let T be a non-singular linear 
fractional transformation i JC[. Then 
d*( L(T(vl)), L(T(v3))) / d*( L(T(v2)), L(T(v3))) 
d*(L(T(vl)) ,  L(r(v4))) / d*(L(T(v2)), L(T(v4))) 
- -  d*(L(Vl), L(u3)  ) /d ' (L (u2) ,  L (u3)  ) 
- d . (L (v l )  ' L (v4) ) /d* (L (v2) ,  L(v4) ) " 
Proof. We introduce the notation T k = L(T(G)) and L~ 
that all T k and L k are ~ 50. Then 
d*(T~, r~) / d*(r~, r3) 
d;-(L, T,) / d*(r~, r~) 
II T1 - T3 II" II T2 - T4 II 
= L(G) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Assume first 
2-X(T1- T~). 2-X(T~- r~) 
2-x(r~- r4). 2-x(r~- T~) 
= 2-X(rl-r~)-x(T~ 7~)+X(r~-r.)+X(Y~-y~} = 2-X(((r~-T3)/(T,-T.))/((T~-T~)/(T~-r.))), 
V 2 -- V 3 
and the result follows since 
T(o1)-T(v3)/T(v2)-T(v3) vl-v3/ 
T(Vl )  T(u4)  T(u2)  T(v4)  Vl u 4 
and thus by the embedding of . / / / in 50, 
T 1 - T 3 / T2 -  T 3 n 1 - n 3 /n2-  L 3 
T, r./T: T~-L, L./ & -L /  
V 2 -- V 4 ' 
If T k = l~ for some k (only one since v 1, v 2, v 3 and v4 are distinct) or /and L k = l~ for some 
k, then the result still holds. This can be seen by similar observations. [] 
This means in particular that if K(a,,/b,,) corresponds generally to L, then L is unique, and if 
K(a,,/bn) corresponds to L in the classical sense, then it corresponds generally to L. 
As for general convergence, there exist continued fractions K(aJbn) which correspond 
generally to a series L~5 °, but not in the classical sense. Since -h ,  = S/ l ( f~) then is a 
sequence of g-wrong tails, we then must have lira sup X(L(h,)) = oc. This excludes for instance 
C-fractions and general T-fractions. For these we therefore have general correspondence to an 
L e 5 ° if and only if we have classical correspondence to L. What we gain by introducing eneral 
correspondence is for instance: 
(1) Working with modified approximants we do not have to check the correspondence for the 
ordinary approximants S,(0). 
(2) In convergence theorems like for instance [5, Theorem 5.11] we can replace ordinary 
convergence and correspondence by general convergence and correspondence and uniform 
convergence of certain modified approximants. 
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4. Final remarks 
A generalization of general convergence is given in [4]: 
Definition 4.1. We say that a sequence { T n } of non-singular linear fractional transformations i
restrained if there exist two sequences {u n ), ( v. } in C such that 
(i) lira inf n ~d(u , ,  v~) > 0 (d  = the chordal metric), and 
(ii) { Tn(u,) } and { T~(vn) } have the same limiting structure; i.e. l im,~d(Tn(un) ,  T,(v~)) = O. 
Clearly, if T n (w) -- S n (w) for a continued fraction K( a n /b  n ), and Tn ( u n ) = S. ( u, ) ---, f ~ (~, then 
( T n } is restrained if and only if K(a J b  n) converges generally. 
It turns out that the limiting structure of (Tn(u,,)}, (T . (v , )}  then is unique (P1) and that 
properties imilar to (P3)-(P5) hold for restrained sequences [4]. These results are also proved by 
means of the invariance of the cross ratio under linear fractional transformations. It is 
straightforward to check that Proposit ion 2.2 still holds if we replace 'general convergence' by 
'restrained' (and exclude (P2)). 
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